“We Started With A Dream, And It’s Grown Into A Reality.”

We’ve come a long way from that first amplifier built in my basement almost 40 years ago. Today we’re recognized as the ultimate source for testing and communications solutions in the worlds of EMC, military, wireless, and beyond. And our products are everywhere. They’re boosting the power of military radios for our troops in battle; driving the most sophisticated industrial/medical/scientific equipment; testing the emissions and susceptibility of electronic equipment; and helping new electronic products get to market faster.

We’ve become the industry leader by continually setting the bar a little higher. By raising quality. And increasing cost-efficiency. With innovations like “subampability” – the ability to add power to existing amps; and test systems that can be upgraded from the Internet to adapt to changing specs.

With the combined resources of all the AR companies, AR is your source for everything from RF power amplifiers, antennas, complete test systems, probes, monitors, software and receivers to military booster amps, and RF amplifier modules that can be customized to meet the toughest specs. We take great pride in the support & service we deliver to our customers anywhere in the world, whenever they need it.

“AR is truly the source for infinite solutions, combining the innovations of all AR companies worldwide with the products & services to manage today’s needs, meet tomorrow’s challenges, and turn their dream into realities.”

To learn more, visit us at ar-worldwide.com or call 215-723-8181.
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